Σ2«r(A np \X)
= 00. A np = \z: -±-t Si I z -p I έ Â nalytic capacity is generally difficult to compute, so it is desirable to obtain more computable types of conditions. Let In this note the following conjecture, which can be found in Zalcman's Springer Lecture Notes and which is true for certain sets X, is shown to be false in general:
Conjecture. If 1 t~xdt = 00 then 0 is a peak point for R(X) .
Our counterexample uses Melnikov's theorem and the following lemma:
LEMMA. Given 0 < a < 6 and log b/a < 2π there exists a set K ab such that K ab c {z: a <: | z | ^ b}, j(K ab ) = 0 and {t: z e K ab and \ z \ = t)' = The author is indebted to the referee for the following proof.
Garnett in [3] showed that the "Cantor corner square" set K constructed by removing all but the four corner squares of length 1/4 from the unit square, then removing all but the sixteen corner squares of length 1/16 from 455 456 ALFRED P. HALLSTROM J L these four squares, etc., has zero analytic capacity while the projection on the line y = x/2 is full, i.e., is the same as the projection of the unit square on that line. Thus given 0 < a < b and log b/a < 2π there exists after a suitable rotation, expansion and translation a compact plane set such that jKβ/s.i/2^+i, 5/6-i/2«c: C4, and such that τ(U n ) < 1/4\ Let If we choose C4 such that τ( ί7 Λ ) ^ l/(2 % ) 2% then 0 supports bounded point derivations of all orders for R(X), see [4] , so 0 is indeed far from being a peak point for R(X). The question remains whether 0 might be a regular point for the Dirichlet problem. We note that this could only happen if the set of representing measures M x for R(K) at xeX° is not norm compact, see [1] . The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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